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I'm still very, very early in the game so don't have much to say. :(

I CAN say I'm enjoying my time with the game and love the artwork. Will update.... Idk why people giving this a negative i
loved this game as a kid and i love it now!. Too short- my first play through lasted 10 minutes- and not nearly enough choices
for a text based adventure.. Managed to beat every boss of this game. Brilliant twin-stick shooter and excellent follow up to
Scoregasm. I like how the game uses the multiplier to encourage you to make use of both the all-range and aimed fire attack in
combination. Some of the later and harder stages I found a bit too overwhelming with almost no clear pattern, but beating those
on normal difficulty felt so rewarding.. i just wanted to give the game a positive review since i am enjoying it so much :)
Since I am here, might as well say that fans of "long live the queen" will also be fans of "maraiyum:
rise of the setting sun".

PS: The endings roll too fast! I can't read everything on time.... this game has the worst controls ever
. The game started ok, but simplistic. The second time forward the game controls were off center badly. This makes the game
difficult to near impossible to play. Perhaps the driver is best suited for phone based operating.. This is one the best DLC. It
represensts part of the UK in the sixties and you get a perfect atmosphere, not simply a single route but a complete railway
network. Also it includes a fair amount of rolling stock (BR green period) and scenarios.
What makes the difference? i believe it is the love and craftmanship of its creator Derek Siddle. He comes from this area,
works for DTG from the beginning and this has been a private project for a long time.

It is a must have, if you love the sixties diesel train atmosphere.
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Well every DLC is now released and this is the reason why I don't recommend the season pass:

1.The first dlc contains music from the old rpg maker 2000 re mastered , to me is nothing good here to use.
2.The second dlc contains the characters from the rpg maker 2000 , again re mastered but for me I don't have any use for them
and Alex side view character sprite is missing and the other problem I had with this one that some of the sprites characters here
are free so its like I paid for some resources that where free.
3.The third are the tiles from a train ,this are pretty cool but they had problem in the software so I ended up not using them
because of this and still don't know if they where fixed.
4.The fourth dlc is the kids generator parts now this are great for many of us that wanted to create kids , but the problem is that
they only have 1 face variation and they are all mixed so the male and female kids will look the same, would had been better to
had them separately as male kid and female kid so they could have their own parts , but still these is the best content.

so I don't recommend getting the season pass because the first 2 content is not useful in my opinion and the second had some
free resources given by them (and lots more in their japanese website) also the lack of communication for the resources some of
the developers mentioned that they communicated on their website ,but not here and thats bad since the season pass is only sold
here so they should had posted it here as well , also some people asked about the content and they mentioned that they where
ignored and some reply from the the developers are kinda rude and that the impression I got when I saw them and that not how
they should act , even if they gets a little angry at the consumer they should act more professional and try to ignore and comment
something that doesn't sound rude , but if the comments are like aggressive that would only bring a unnecessary discussion and
in this case the developers already lost the argument because they didn't deliver the content on time and they got paid, jet instead
they where releasing other content but not this one on time (and the dlc said Kadokawa same as the ones that are making the
season pass) if you want only the child parts I don't recommend buying 30 for the kids parts they are great but they said that is
going to be released separate and if they make another season pass I suggest not to purchase it , because of the delays and you
never know what content you're getting and I know thats the point but they could had given better resources in the first 3 like
some of the newer dlc they had released recently that in my opinion they look better than this ones.. When it runs, the software
gives excellent results but it often won't run. I've been using RealityCapture for a year or so now and enjoy its speed and the
quality of the reconstructions. However, I have had issues with the Steam version, it often crashes or loses connection to Steam,
causing me to lose my work. It appears the Steam version of RealityCapture has been having this issue for quite a few months
now https://steamcommunity.com/app/489180/discussions/0/1696048426815193753/.

I still recommend RealityCapture, as I said the final models are my favorite of any similar software. But I recommend you
purchase it from their website, not the steam version.. A completely hollow experience. The team aspect really ruins gameplay
and it really should be a 1v1 fighter. Ranged characters feel completely useless as 99% of your attacks will miss and you'll be
countered immediately. Looks great though. At the price of free, I really do not think it is work the time of downloading it. I
bought the deluxe edition and I really think I would have spent the 44.99 more wisely by burning it for warmth even though it is
80+ degrees here.. you starved to death in the food barn retard. Be prepared for a lot of text but if you're cool with that then I
can't recommend this game enough.. A neat attempt to revitalize the foundation you've already made. Though it's at most a tech
demo, the old arcade style in through one side out the opposite made for some interesting takes on old mechanics. One of the
levels even introduced mechanics not seen in any previous game, from collecting more than 5 prisoners, to teleporters, to
carrying momentum through teleports. It shows me that they still have new ideas to keep the game fresh. The last 5 levels were
from Mighty Switch Force 1, and I had slowdown issues with it. Maybe because it's all in one screen with all the background
stuff going on. I didn't get the chance to play local co-op, and there is no online co-op. As much as I want to recommend this, I
can't. It's way to early, and it needs more content. Hopefully WayForward can add more to this idea and keep the ball running,
maybe even make it easy for fan mod support.. I was kinda dreading starting this game. I got in in a bundle with the Secret Files
series, which turned out to be quite underwhelming, and I didn't want to go through the same thing. But I was (thankfully) so
wrong!

The story centers around Fenton Paddock, our protagonist. With a name fit for a rascal, he appears quite flippant but not in an
offensive way due to his copious amount of boyish charm. The rest of the cast is also interesting, each with a rich backstory and
distinct motivations. And the voice acting is spot on!

But the great beauty of this game is the sense of adventure it exudes. The progression of the story makes so much sense and the
places you go (or end up) are diverse, beautifully crafted and presented, with an almost magical allure; from the Governor's
mansion in Hong Kong, to the Himalayas and the streets of Marrakech. The various maps of each area are a nice touch, adding
to the game's adventurous nature.
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Playing this game has been an absolute delight!
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Whole-heartedly recommended!
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